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 - Utility to restore a crashed or corrupted Lenovo ThinkPad BIOS/UEFI tek0: I've already given you the solution tek0: And you
have the problem you described tek0: You can use Ubuntu again and fix it without even touching your Windows partition tek0: I
don't care about Windows, I want to help you AlexQ: I cannot even access the Windows partition with Ubuntu (dual boot) tek0:

You can't because Windows isn't in the UEFI menu that Ubuntu is tek0: I can confirm that you won't be able to boot into
Windows with Ubuntu installed tek0: How did you install Ubuntu? AlexQ: But you said you have not added Windows to the

UEFI Menu AlexQ: I had ubuntu (without Windows) should I be able to use desktop sharing using ubuntu 16.04? I want to see
someone's desktop via a video feed tek0: And you are using Ubuntu without Windows? tek0: You can use Ubuntu, get the

Windows partition there and fix it AlexQ: I am using Ubuntu (Dual Boot) tek0: I have seen this problem before tek0: As I said,
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you can try the Live CD tek0: After booting it to Ubuntu, you can use it to fix your Windows partition tek0: You will need to
use the Windows disk utility to fix it tek0: I don't know how it will react to Ubuntu's Ubuntu Linux and Windows Linux, but if
the Windows partition is completely healthy, you should be able to use it AlexQ: When I installed Ubuntu, I had the option to
install both Linux & Windows tek0: You don't need to. It will help you. I did that tek0: Go to Ubuntu in your UEFI menu, not

Windows. Go to the boot menu, not Windows tek0: 82157476af
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